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It is too much to expect that
officers of any armed service or
ahy officials of the aircraft companies will march into the House
Armed Services Committee and
testify that political Influence
was exerted or that they bowed
to it. An investigation has to go
deeper than that kind of naivete.
Furthermore, it is a fact of rec-;
ord in the House of Representa- j
tives that persons interested in
the aircraft industry contributed
heavily to the Truman campaign
fund last year and that large
sums were raised from among
their number.
The interest of
the country is in learning whether,
with billions of dojlars worth of
contracts at stake, the B-36 was
given the right of way properly
and if it was a mere coincidence
that a company in financial difficulties was saved with B-36 orders, and whether all this was
just an innocent set of circumstances.
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and white. Genuine Turf Hugger
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bamboo salt water fishing rod,
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Such an investigation cannot
be a “whitewash” nor can it be
terminated Dy hearing only a part
of the testimony. As Mr. Truman
says, judgment as to whether any
individual inside or outside the
I
Government did anything improper has to be suspended till
all the evidence is in—but he
didn’t say that there was no need
to take any more testimony after
a few witnesses had given their
ex
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Reg. %7.95 Fresh Water

Plymouth
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Merger Often Urged.
It was a matter of general com- I
ment in defense circles in Washington after the War that “there
aircraft comare
too
many
panies." It was often said that the
best interests of national defense
would be served by selecting a
few companies and causing them
It was even reported
to merge.
that the Air Force was being importuned to get back of the
merger.
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the other is the Air Force Association. To the extent that these
organizations are financed by
are
small
contributions,
they
within their rights. But if either
of these two bodies accepts large
sums from shipbuilding or aircraft-building interests, then it is
a proper subject for inquiry.
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